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Abstract: The miscibility of polypropylene (PP) melts in which the chains differ only in

stereochemical composition has been investigated by two different procedures. One approach

used detailed local information from a Monte Carlo simulation of a single chain, and the other

approach takes this information from a rotational isomeric state model devised decades ago, for

another purpose. The first approach uses PRISM theory to deduce the intermolecular packing in

the polymer blend, while the second approach uses a Monte Carlo simulation of a coarse-grtined-.

representation of independent chains, expressed on a high-coordination lattice. Both approaches

find a positive energy change upon mixing isotactic PP (iPP) and syndiotactic polypropylene

(sPP) chains in the melt. This conclusion is qualitatively consistent with observations published

recently by Mulhaupt and coworkers. The size of the energy chain on mixing is smaller in the.

MC/PRISM approach than in the RIWMC simulation, with the smaller energy change being in

better agreement with the experiment. The RIS/MC simulation finds no demixing for iPP and

atactic polypropylene (aPP) in the melt, consistent with several experimental observations in the

literature. The demixing of the iPP/sPP blend may arise from attractive interactions in the sPP

melt that are disrupted when the sPP chains are diluted with aPP or iPP chains.
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Introduction

t ,

Subtle effects often control the miscibility of polymer melts, sometimes with surprising

results. This phenomenon is illustrated by numerous pairs of polymeric hydrocarbons, where the

line between mixing and demixing is often sensitive to minor changes in covalent structure. In

polypropylene (PP) melts, indirect measurements show that changes in melt miscibility can be

produced by simpIy altering the stereochemical composition of the chains.14

Rationalization of the mechanism by which such subtle charges in detailed atomistic

structure alter the miscibility is a major challenge for simulation and theory. The most accu~ate

approach to modeling polymer melts and blends is through Monte Carlo (MC) or Molecular

Dynamics (MD) computer simulations. These simulation methods give formally exact results,

but are very computationally demanding, since one needs to treat a relatively large size system

consisting of many chains of high molecular weight, at liquid-like densities. Chains with a high

degree of polymerization are often need fo; observation of demixing in experiment. This

consideration implies the necessity for a theory or simulation that can treat large distance and

time scales. The calculation must achieve a full equilibmtion, even when the driving force for

immiscibility (when it exists) is subtle, w must bc (IICcase in the PP melt.s,where all monomer

units have the same atomic composition, C3H8. Coarse-grai ned models supply the necessaly
.,

distance and time scales. On the other hand, the models must accurately incorporate atomistic

details, since it is the consequences of minor changes in those details that is of interest. In the PP

melts, the chains must not only know that they are polypropylene; they must also accurately

refIect the properties of a polypropylene of a specific stereochemical composition.

We have independently developed different methods that can qualitatively reproduce the

ubscrvalion by I’vltilhaupland cuworkcrs lhul isuluctic pulypmpylcnc (iPP) and symliol:lc[ic

polypropylene (sPP) arc immiscible in the melt.24 The two methods share the features of

incorpomting information at the level of atomistic detail using well-known simulation methods.

They then process this information in a very different manner in order to obtain predictions for
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the behavior of the mixtures. One method takes the detailed local information from a MC

simulation on a single chain, and then uses PRISM theory to deduce intermolecular packing in

the polymer melt or blend.50GThe other method incorporates the local information from a

rotational isomeric state (RIS) model for the polymer, and then employs a MC simulation on a

high coordination lattice to investigate the miscibility~s Here we describe separately the ,

application of both approaches to PP melts, focusing both on the strhcture of the melts and the

energy changes on mixing. Then we compare the current status of the two methods.

. .
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PolypropyIene Melts from the Viewpoint of PRISM Theory

5-

Method

Polymer RISM or PRISM theory was developed by Curro and Schweizer9-” as an

extension to polymers of the reference interaction site model of Chandler and Andersen.’z’3

Since it has been extensively discussed in previous publications?6 here we will only briefly

summarize the theory. Since the theory is based on liquid state physics concepts, its output is

information about the structure of the polymer melt or blend as expressed through a set of pair

correlation functions. Once having the structure of the liquid, most thermodynamic properties,

such as the volubility pammeter of a melt, or the heat of mixing of a blend, can be inferred.

We consider a united atom model for PP in which the monomeric structure is represented

by overlapping, spherically-symmetric sites as shown in Figure 1. AS can be seen from this

figure, the hydrogen atoms are absorbed int~ the three independent sites designated A, B, and C

corresponding to the CH2, CH, arid CH3moieties, respectively. Furthermore, we employ the

bond Iength, bond angle, and rotational potentials proposed recently by Martin and Siepmann”

and used previously by J?utzand coworkers’s 10mmlcl il>f?and sf?l?mclls wilh PRISM lhcory

and MD simulation. The stereochemical structure corresponding to the isotactic and syndiotactic
.-

isomers is also preserved.

The intermolecular packing in the polymer melt.or blend is chamc[erizcd by the

intermolecular radial distribution functions g={(r)between sites of type (xor y on different

polymer chains. One stwts by writing the generalized Omstein-Zelmike equation5-6

i(k)=@. a+(k)+A)] (1)
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that relates the intermolecular packing h~((r)= gw(r) – 1 to the average intramolecular structure

chamcterized by the matrix ~(k).

..

The indices i andj sum over the sites of type et and y on a single chain. In equations 1 and 2, and

throughout this paper, a caret above a variable denotes the Fourier transform with respect to the

wave vector k. C(r) is the matrix of direct correlation functions CW(r)between intermolecular

sites.

Following conventional liquid state arguments5sG”’6the direct correlation function plays

the role of a renorrnalized pair potential that approximately accounts for many body correlations.

For van der Waals interactions at liquidlik~ densities C@,(r)is a short range function of r and can

be well approximated by the Percus-Yevick closure relation5-6$’G

Cq(r) ={1-f=q[bw(~)]}gq(~)(3)

. .

where Va,(r)is the united atom potential between intermolecular sites that we take to have the

Lennard-Jones (LJ) form.

VWto-)=%[(;)-(;)q‘4).

Itis well eshd)lkk&.6.17.18that at Iiquidlike densities, the liquid structure is dominated by the

repulsive part of the potential. Attractions are very important in determining the thermodynamic
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propefiies butdonot significantly affect tltEintemolecul arpaircomelations. This fact leads us

to decompose the LJ potential of equation.+ into a repulsive part v, and an attractive part v..

Following Weeks, Chandler and Andersen’9 we employ

V,(r)=,,[(y-(;]++],<%
(5a)

v,(r) = O

for the repulsive branch and

v,(r) =–E

(5b)

. . for the attractive or perturbative part of the LJ potential. Previous experience5-Ghas demonstrated

that PRISM theory gives the most accumte results for the melt structure if only the repulsive

branch of the potential is used. In this investigation we used the WCA repulsive potential from

equation 5a in the PY closure given in equation 3.

Equations 1 and 3 provide a relationship between the inter and intramolecular structure of

a polymer melt or blend. Thus if we are able to compute the average intramolecular structure in

equation 2, we then can obtain the intermolecular packing by solving the integral equations in

equations 1 and 3. The solution of these coupled intcgrd equations can be obtiiineci

numcricully5160z0by using standard picard ite~~tion techniques” To first approximation, one can
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estimate ~(k) by employing the Flory ideality hypothesis5”G”z1by assuming the excluded volume

intemctions are screened in the melt and the intramolecular structure is ideal. Previously, Curro

and coworkerszz applied this approach to model the packing in iPP and sPP melts by calculating

the matrix d(k) from a single chain Monte Carlo simulation. In this simulation, repulsive

interactions beyond sites separated by five bonds were set to zero in keeping with Flory’s

hypothesis. More accurate calculations, however, require us to compute both the intramolecular

A
structure S2(k) and the intermolecular packing gw,(r)in a self-consistent manner.

Self-consistent PRISM ca1cu1ations5’Ghave been carried out recently on melts of..

polyethy1ene?3iPP, sPP, polyisobutylene~” as well as head-to-head PP and polyethylene

propylene).ls These self-consistent computations involve performing a single chain MC

simulation for the polymer with all the intramolecular repulsive LJ interactions turned on. The

effect of the remaining chains in the melt is approximated through an additional intmrnolecular

“solvation potential” Win,(r)acting between all pairs of intramolecular sites. The form of this

solvation potential was taken to be in Fourier space as

/3@)=-}(k).+)-@q (6)
. .

where ~w (k) is the structure factor matrix defined according to ~

;+= p= L(k)+Papy L+) (7)

where pa is the density of sites of type u. Near contact between sites on the same

macromolecule, the solvation potential is generally attractive and serves to counterbalance the



repulsive, intramolecular, excluded-volume interactions. The essence of the Flory ideality

hypothesis is that the excluded volume tind solvation forces effectively cancel etich other out.

It can be seen that the solvation potential in equation 6 involves both Cm,(r)and guY(r)

which requires the solution of equations 1 and 3. At the same time the solution of the PRISM

equations requires a knowIedge of the intramolecular structure and hence the solvation potential.
..

A self-consistent solution can be obtained by guessing WC((r),calculating $&k) from a single

chain simulation, and then solving PRISM theory in equations 1 and 3 for Cw(r) and gw(r)

resulting in a new estimate of the solvation potential. This process is repeated until Ww(r)

doesn’t change from one iteration to the next within some tolei-ante. Reasonable self-consistent

solutions can usually be found after 20 – 30 iterations. Evidently it would seem that the singje-

chain MC simulation would need to be performed during each loop of the self-consistent

calculation when a new solvation potential is introduced. Considerable computation time can be
*

saved, however, by saving the configurations from a MC simulation performed with a suitably

chosen “umbrella potential”. These configurations can then be “reweighed” according to the

solvation potential appropriate to each subsequent iteration.
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Results for Polypropylene Melts

/0

Recently, self-consistent PRISM calculations have been carried out on iPP and sPP.

melts .*5!c0In the work of Piitz and coworkers,*5detailed comparisons were made between

PRISM calculations and full MD simulations on PP melts of macromolecules of N = 12

monomer units. Very good agreement was seen between theory and simulation, however, ‘

PRISM theory tended to predict excessive overlapping of intermolecular sites relative to the

exact MD simulation of the melt. During the course of these self-consistent PRISM calculations,

the single chain structure functions defined, in equation 2, were determined for both iPP and sPP

in their respective one-component melt states. In this investi~~tion wc employ these same

intramolecular structure Factors to the mixture of iPP and sPP at T = 453K. By employing these

A
melt structure functions Q(k) to the blend, we essentially assume that the average single chain

structure is not significantly changing in the blend as a function of composition. We expect this

to be a reasonable first approximation based on earlier MD simulations on athermal blends by

Stevenson and coworkers.w-n They found that the mean square end-to-end distance of each

component changed by less thi.m10VOover the complete concentriition mnge of the blend.

In the case of the one component PP melts, there are six independent intermolecular pair

correlation functions: gAA,gEE,gee, gAE!~Ac2 gtic between the various types of sites. For a blend. .

of sPP and iPP, 21 independent functions gw((r)are now required to completely specify the

intermolecular packing. Since we are inputting the single chain structure of both iPP and sPP

from the one component melt, the PRISM calculation of the blend is not done self-consistently.

Straightforward Picard itemtion of equations 1 and 3 generally leads to a solution for the 21

intermolecular gw,(r) functions for the blend as a function of the composition.

In order to determine the PRISM equations in equation 1 it is necessary to know how the

density changes with composition at fixed pressure. In principle this can be accomplishedzGby

computing the partial molar volumes of each component as a function of composition through

----, --n?-, ,.. , . . . ... > . . ,. .,-n’.. -, ..-.—, . ., -.,. .,, ... . .
., .-.., t-., ...,.



the KirkwoocI-Buff relations.z’ For computational convenience, we will assume that the volume

change on mixing is zero in the present investigation. This implies that the density of the

mixture p(x) is given by

lx +l-X—— — (8)
/-44= A’P P:PP ..

where x is the mole fraction of iPP monomers and poipp= 0.010905 A-3,p“,pp= 0.010939 A-3are

the monomer densities of iPP and sPP melts at 453K.

We employ the PY closure of equation 3 with the WCA repulsive potential of equations

5a.. The same LJ parameters’~ that were used in the pure component melt calculations were used

in the blend: ~*~ = 3.95& ~AAlkB= 46K; ODD= 4.68 & c~~lk~=10K; and Gcc= 3.75 ~, @k~ =

98K for both iPP and sPP. The cross terms were assumed to obey Berthelot scaling:

1(Crq=-cra=+aw
2 ) s. =J- (9)

The average radial distribution functions of iPP and sPP in the 50/50 blend are shown in

. . Figure 2 along with the results for the pure component liquids. AS can be seen in the figure, the

packing in the blend is vely similar to the pure component pac~ng in the melts for both ipp and

sPP for these short chains of 12 monomers. Nor surprisingly, the average over the 9 cross

iPP/sPP pair correlation functions falls midway between as can be seen as the dashed line in

Figure go Thus for this short chain system, the average intermolecular packing in the blend is

very similar to the melt.

Much more detail regarding chain packing in the mixture can be obtained from the 21

individual site/site pair correlation functions. In F@re 3 we have plotted the g(r) functions

between sites of the same type in the blend and the one-component melts. lt can be observed
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that the CHJ/CHJ correlations are strong at small distances near contact. This is to be expected

since the methyl groups are on the outside of the polymer backbones and can approach each

other readily in the melt or blend. Correlations between backbone sites CH or CHZare screened

at short distances by the presence of the substituted methyl groups as can be seen in Figure 3.

Again we observe that these site/site correlations in the 50/50 blend are essentially the same as in

the pure component liquids. The cross terms shown by the dashed--linesare correlations be(ween

a site on an iPP chain with a corresponding site on an sPP molecule.

Most of the 21 intermolecular radial distribution functions did not show any significant

tendencies for preferential packing in the mixture. The only exceptions were correlations

between CH and CHZgroups with CHJ groups. Figure 4 depicts the g(r)’s between CHZand CHJ

sites. It can be observed that the correlations for site pairs for iPP and sPP in the blend and the

pure component melts are close. Note, however, that there is a slight preference for a methyl

group on an iPP macromolecule to be near a methylene group on an sPP chain. At the same time

there seems to be a slight aversion for a mtthyl on sPP to be near a methylene on iPP. Although

it is not shown in the figure, qualitatively similar behavior was observed for packing of CH and

CHj sites in the mixture.

Since there do not seem to bc any strong tcndcncics for preferential packing in the low

molecular weight iPP/sPP blend, the mixture is probably miscible. We can use the various

. .
correlation functions to estimate the volubility parameters of the one-component melts and the

heat of mixing of the blend. The cohesive energy density E is related to the pair correlation

functions through the relation

where Vw(r)is the complete Lennard-Jones potential (including attractions) between sites O!and

y. To good approximation wc usc the intermolecular radial distribution functions gu@-)from the
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PRISM solution with the WCA repulsive potentials. Equation 10 can be applied to either the

pure component system or to the mixture. Using equation 10 on the one-component melts, we

E’n of both iPP and sPP at T= 453K to be: &iPP= 5.64calculated the volubility parameters, &= ,

(cal/cm3)’c and &PP= 5.76 (cal/cm3)1n.

The heat of mixing per monomer can be obtained from the cohesive energies of the
.

mixture and the pure components

AHmix

[

= E(x) xEipp + o -x)’%———
Nn,lcBT P(X) 1 (11)

P;P P:PP

where N~ is the total number of monomers in the blend. If we assume the volume of the iPP and

sPP monomers are the same, then the volume and mole fractions of iPP monomers are equal: $ =

x. A plot of the heat of mixing calculated from equation 11 is shown in F@re 5 as a function of

composition. Note in particular that the heat of mixing is positive.
.

It is interesting to compare the heat of mixing obtained from equation 11 with an estimate

obtained from the conventional volubility parameter analysis.n

. .

The volubility parameter estimate is shown in Figure 5 as the dotted curve. It can be observed

that for this mixture, the volubility pi.uzimctcranalysis gives qualitatively similar results to the

more exact heat of mixing from equation 10. The estimate, however, predicts a larger heat of

mixing (for $ = 0.5) by over a factor of 2. The extent to which the exact result differs from the

so!ubility parameter estimate is a measure of how much the individual pair correlation functions

gv,(r) in the blend depend on composition. For instance, it is possible to obtain a negative heat of
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mixing from equation 11 if the ga,(r) functions in the blend are composition dependent. On the

other hand, the volubility parameter analysis obviously will always predict a positive heat of

mixing,

The self-consistent PRISM calculations presented here are for iPP and sPP chains of only

12 monomers at T = 453K. One would expect that the heat of mixing would have some ,

molecular weight and nonlinear temperature dependence. Assuming for the sake of argument

that AHtiX/N#DTis independent of chain length and temperature, then we could argue that the

iPP/sPP blend would phase separate at sufficiently high molecular weights. Furthermore, it we

assume that the entropy of mixing is given by the combinatorial entropy of mixing in the Flory-

Huggins theory,m
.

then we can estimate the critical degree of polymerization N*. From the heat

of mixing at $ = 0.5 predicted by PRISM theory, we estimate the effective chi parameter to be ~

s 3,54x 10-J. From this we estimate that Z’@=5650 is required for the 50/50 blend to tiemix.

.-
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Polypropylene Melts from the Viewpoint of RIS/MC Simulation

Method

The simulation uses a bridging technique’ that has been devised for connecting fullY.

atomistic and coarse-grained descriptions of dense amorphous polymers. It was developed

initially for application to polyethylene melts, but has also been applied to melts of PP and

polyvinyl chloride). With the aid of the rotational isomeric state model,zg-30an atomistic

description of the system at bulk density is mapped onto a coarse-grained description, at the

same density, on a sparsely occupied high coordination (10?+’2 cells in shell i) lattice.31 The

coarse-grained model retains a single site for each CZH4unit of polyethylene, or CJHfiunit of PP.

The high coordination lattice is obtained by elimination of every second site from a diamond

lattice. Since the step length on the diamond lattice represents a C–C bond, the step length on

the high coordination lattice is of length 2.5 ~. The density of typical melts is obtained at low

occupancy (-18% for polyethylene,3z - 12% for pp33). Sparse occupancy facilitates efficient

equilibration of large systems. Retention of the initial stereochemical sequence of the coarse-

gmined chtiins requires thtit the simulation on the high coordination lattice be performed in a

manner that retains a memory of the specific diamond lattice from which it was obtained.34 The
. .

specific site retained for each monomer unit on the coarse-grained lattice corresponds to sphere

B in Figure 1.

The Hamiltonian in the Metropolis MC simulation of the coarse-grained system has two

parts. There is a short-range intmmolecular contribution derived from the RIS model for the

atomistic description of the chains. 31”3$The intermolecular contribution is obtained from an

absolute prohibition of double occupancy of any sile and a continuous potential energy function

for the interaction of the sets of atoms represented by a pair of beads in the coarse-grained

model. Discretization of the continuous potential energy function is obtained via the Maycr~

function that is employed in the description of the second virial coeftlcient of nonideal gases?z

—..—......_ —. 9,- .,, --, T.
. 7-3-.-? -.. ,W, . . . . . - $- ... >,. . . ..

..-— “--- ; --- -., ,,,. -— -- -- -.
.. . . . [=.Z*:.-J . ,*.. , ,., .,4 , .. ... s . .
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B2=-;
[ 1

lid+(’))-’} =+’ (’3)
o 0

Breaking theintegral overall space into contributions from consecutive shel1sonthehigll ‘
..

coordination lattice yields

‘2=%’-?z’Jf’J“ “4)

where the zi are the coordination numbers, 10?+ 2, and (/)ifl,is the average of the Maye~j

function over the ?’ shell,

(f) = ~ fdr/ ~dr (15)
shell Shell

Then the averaged Mayer f function is converted into an interaction energy for that shell viu. .

exp(–~vi) – 1= (f),,,, “ (16)

Equations 15 and 16 effectively convert a continuous potential energy function, v(r), into a

stepwise function, vi, for use in shell ion the high coordination lattice. When applied at 473K

using the LJ pmamcters tabulated for propane,35E/k”= 237.1 K and o = 5.1 IS & this procedure

yields energies (kJ/mol) of 26.851,3.068,-1.089, -0.464, and-0.127 for shells 1–5, respectively.

. .. ...
. r-. , - ------— ---—

—..—- —-— ,. . . ,. . . . -,. :$-,-=.= - >,. ,,.. ,J. , J . . . . :,...-,.- ,--f (.: ..>-=. ,,. ... . . . ,., ,.. .,., .
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The first two shells are repulsive because, with a lattice spacing of 2.50 ~, they lie within the

distance specified by o. The major attmction is in the third shell.

Equilibrated coarse-grained replicas can be rapidly reverse-mapped, thereby restoring all

of the missing bonds and atoms (including hydrogen atoms), and transforming the system from

36The reverse-mappingthe discrete space of the high coordination lattice to continuous space.

employs an energy minimization that transfers the chains from the.discrete space of the lattice

into a nearby local energy minimum in continuous configuration space.

A prior application to the simulation of PP melts was restricted to relatively small

systems (eight independent parent chains)37and did not achieve a complete equilibration due to a

problem with the acceptance of the reptation move. Miscibility of the melt of iPP and atactic

polypropylene (aPP), and immiscibility of the melt of iPP and sPP, could be inferred from the

height of the first maximum in the pair correlation functions. Here we report studies of larger

systems, with 18 independent parent chains, in which the differences in miscibility tire more

easily detected than was the case in the ea;lier work. The larger systems are more completely

equilibrated because of the incorporation into the simulation of additional moves that alter the

positions of 2–5 consecutive beads in a chain.38 These new moves are of great assistance in the

cqui]ibmtion of sPP. The ncw simulation also uscs a rcfincmcnl in lhc description of the

intermolecular contribution to the Hamiltonian, achieved with replacement of the spherically
. .

symmetric v(r) in equation 8 with a directional v(r). This directional v(r) results in a reduction

of the energies of the second shell (3.068 kJ/moi before reduction) by -1 kJ/mol for most

orientations and an increase by -7.5 kJ/mol for those orientations in which there is strong steliq

repulsion between methyl groups. These strong repulsions are in orientations in which the

methyl side chains are pointed directly at each other and are in a first shell occupancy. 3gExactly

the swnc v(r) was assumccl for the inlcrmolccular intcmclion of all pairs of bcwls, indcpcndcn(

of the stereochemical composition of the chtiin to which they belong. The RIS model of Sutcr ct

al.’vis the same one used in prior work. This RIS model was devised initially to assist in the
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interpretation of the mixtures obtained upon epimerization to stereochemical equilibrium of

oligomers of PP.

The simulations were performed at 473 K, using chains represented by fifty beads each.

Reverse mapping converts each chain into Cl~OH~Oz,with a molecular weight of 2102. This

degree of polymerizationwas chosen so that none of the systems would be above the

entanglementmolecularweight. This molecular weighthas been reported to be 2170, 6900,’and

7050 for sPP, aPP, and iPP, respectively.w The density of all of the melts is 0.750 gjcm3, based

on Orwell’s tabulation of melt densities of aPP.41 This density is achieved with occupancy of

11.85% of the sites on the high coordination lattice. The aPP chains have Bemoullian statistics,

with the probability of a meso diad being 0.5. ,,

.-
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Results for Polypropylene Melts

/(’c-

Snupshots of Equifibrufed Melts. Figure 6 depicts a snapshot of an equilibriited melt

containing equal numbers of independent iPP and aPP chains. Substantial intermixing of the two

types of chains is apparent, consistent with the experiments reported by Lohse.l Figure 7 depicts

a snapshot of another equilibrated melt in which all of the aPP chains from Figure 1 have been

replaced by sPP chains. A difference in miscibility is apparent from casual inspection of the two

figures. Figure 8 depicts the result for an equilibrated 50/50 blend of aPP and sPP. Here there is

also visual evidence for phase separation, although the demixing does not appear to be quite as

strong as in the iPP/sPP blend in Figure 7.

No physical significance should be attributed to the “lamellae” in Figure 7; their

appearance is an artifact produced by the drive for phase separiition in conjunction with the

periodic boundary conditions employed in the sepamtion. It is the phase sepamtion itself, mther

than the details of the “lamellae”, that is of interest.

The phase separation in the iPP/sPP system, and the stronger intermixing in the iPP/aPP

system, are qualitatively consistent with the observations reported by Mulhaupt and coworkers.z”~

However, the phase separation of the iPP/sPP system in the simulation is stronger than that

observed in the experiment. At this temperature, substantially longer chains are required for
. .

observation of phase separation in the experiments than those that were used in the simulation.

This result suggests that fine tuning of one or more parameters in the simulation would be

required for quantitative agreement with experiment. The present set of parameters produces

qualitative agreement (immiscibility increases in the series iPP/aPP, aPP/sPP, iPP/sPP), and may

be sufficient to provide insight into the molecular origin of the immiscibility.

Pair Corrd[[tion Fumfiom. Pair corrchtion functions were obkncd from rcvcrsc-

muppcd replicas of the equilibrated melts. Similar trends were observed in the pair corrclfition

functions evaluated for the beads on the high coordination lattice and for the CH groups after

reverse mapping. We focus first on the pair correlation functions evaluated using the carbon
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atoms in the 50/50 melts. The data are depicted in Figures 9–11 for iPP/aPP, aPP/sPP, and

iPP/sPP,. respectively. Each figure has four curves. One curve is evaluated using all of the

carbon atoms, two curves consider only those carbon atoms in chains of a specified

stereochemical composition, and the last curve is the cross-term, evaluated using pairs of carbon

atoms from chains with different stereochemical compositions. These four curves become more

distinguishable from one another in the series iPP/iiPP, aPP/sPP, iPP/sPP. The differences in ke

appearance of the three figures is not, however, caused by the pair correlation functions

calculated using all of the carbon atoms, as is seen in Figure 12, which reproduces the curves

Iabelled “Total” from Figures 9–11. Therefore the differences seen in Figures 9–11 arise from

the behavior of the pair correlation functions evaluated for selected components of the mixtures.

The curve for the cross-term lies within the range specified by the other three curves for

iPP/aPP, but it is definitely lower than the other three curves at 4 ~ < r <12 ~ in the a.PP/sPP

and iPP/sPP blends, with the effect being larger for iPP/sPP. This result in the pair correlation

functions is consistent with miscibility for ~PP/aPPand immiscibility for the other two systems,

with the immiscibility being stronger for iPP/sPP than for aPP/sPP. The numerical results in the

pair correlation functions reinforce the qualitative conclusions extracted from visual inspection

of Figures 6-8.

The pair correlation fungtions evaluated for the 50/50 iPP/sPP blend from the MC

simulation of coarse-grained chains with a degree of polymerization of 50 (Figure 11) show

stronger demixing than the pair correlation functions evaluated from PRISM theory and a chain

with a degree of polymerization of 12 (Figure 2). Both figures find the sPP/sPP pair correlation

function has higher values near r= 6 ~ than does the iPP/iPP pair correlation function. A

definite maximim in the sPP/sPP pair correlation function near r= 6 ~ is observed in the MC

simultition , but not in the PRISM calculation. In the MC simulation, the iPP/sPP pair

correlation is lower than the other two correlation functions for 4 ~ < r <15 ~, but with the

PRISM calculation it lies between the iPP/iPP and sPP/sPP pair correlation functions.



The sPP/sPP curves in Figures 10 and 11 show evidence for two maxima, located at

approximately 6 and 12 & a feature also seen in the intermolecular pair correlation function for

the backbone carbon atoms in a recent MD simulation of the melt.~zThe second maximum is

stronger in the less miscible iPP/sPP blend, Figure 11. These two maxima are also easily seen in

the pair correlation function for the one-component melt of sPP, but they are less obvious in the

pair comelation functions for the other one-component melts, as seen in Figure 13. These pair

correlation functions suggest that the sPP melt re~~insmore “structure” than do the melts of aPP

or iPP. Other evidence, to be presented below, suggests that resistance of this “structure” to

disruption by dilution with aPP or iPP may contribute to the poor miscibility of sPP with the

other two polypropylene.

Change in Eizergy on Mixing. The iPP and aPP melts reach steady values for the energy

per monomer after a million MC steps. Discarding the first million MC steps and averaging over

the final two million MC steps gives the results in the first two rows of Table 1. Larger

uncertainties are seen in the aPP melt than in the iPP melt. The LJ potential contributes more to

the uncertainty than does the RIS portion of the energy.”The LJ contribution is negative, as must

be the case if the system is cohesive. There is no special significance to the positive sign for the

RIS energy; it is merely a consequence of the arbitrary choice of a reference state in the RIS

model.3g
. .

The sPP melt reaches equilibrium more slowly than the iPP or aPP melts. Therefore two

sets of results are presented for sPP in Table 1. The standard deviations become smaller, and

comparable in size with those obtained for the iPP and aPP melts, if the larger portion (seven

miIlion MC steps) of the equilibration period is discarded, and the average energy is evaluated

from the final two million MC steps. The sPP chains have RIS energies and LJ energies that are

more negative than the values seen with iPP or aPP.

The 50/50 binary mixtures containing sPP seem to oscillate in degree of

mixing/demixing, perhaps because the systems are not infinitely large. This oscillation is seen in

the energy per monomer, which correlates with the pair correlationfunction as a function of MC
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step. Averaging over the last five million MC steps of the total of ten million MC steps yields

the results in Table 2. The stwdard deviations for the total energy and its LJ and RIS

components are smallest in the iPPlaPP blend. The presence of sPP in the melt leads to Iw-ger

standard deviations.

Since the RIS energy is of intramolecular origin, it can be decomposed into contribu~ions

from each of the different types of PP. When the standard deviations are taken into account, the

RIS energies of the iPP (-7 kJ/mol) and aPP (-6.2-6.4 kJ/mol) are nearly same in their blend

(Table 2) and in their pure melts (Table 1). This result is consistent with the notion that the

chains have a similar distribution of conformations in their one-component melts and in the

blends. The sPP chain, however, appears to have an RIS ener~y that is lower in its one-

component melt (-3.9 kJ/mol, Table 1) than in its two-component melts (- 4.6 kJ/mol, T~ble 2).

This difference in RIS energies implies that the distribution of conformations of an sPP chain

depends on its environment, being changed in a similar way upon dilution with either iPP or aPP.

The LJ energy in the 50/50 iPPh~P~melt is in the same range as the LJ energies of the

two pure components, which were themselves not very different from one another. All of these

energies are within a range of 0.2 kJ/mol. The two 50/50 melts that contain sPP have LJ energies

that arc Icss negative than that seen in the pure sPP melt, but more negative than the LJ energy of

the second component. The melt LJ energy is larger than the average of the LJ energies of the
. .

two components when the system contains sPP.

The energies deduced for sPP in a binary melt with iPP depend on the composition of that

blend. Table 3 compares the energies of equilibrated iPP/sPP melts in which the numbers of

independent parent chains of the two stereochemical compositions are 9/9 or 17/1, all chains

having the same degree of polymerization. The 17/1 mixture has a total energy, as well as LJ

ilnd RIS components, that are indistinguishable from the corresponding-terms for the onc-

component melt of the dominant species, iPP (Table 1). However, the RIS energy of sPP is

different from that seen in its one-component melt (T~ble 1) or in the 50/50 blend with iPP

(T~ble 2). The RIS energy of the bead of sPP increases continuously as the sPP is diluted with
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iPP, rising from 3.87 ~ 0.07 kJ/mol (pure sPP) to 4.61 i 0.17 kJ/mol for the 50/50 blend to 5.71

~ 0.15 kJ/mol for the 17/1 blend. The implication is that sPP prefers a different distribution of

conformations in its own melt and when completely diluted with iPP. On the other hand, the RIS

energies suggest that iPP has a similar distribution of conformations in its own melt and in its

blends with sPP.

The change in energy upon mixing of the 50/50 mixtures can be calculated from the data

in Tables 1 and 2. The result for the iPP/aPP blend, Table 4, is not distinguishable from zero.

This result from the simulation is consistent with the miscibility for this system that is observed

in experiment, and is also consistent with the absence of strong evidence for phase separation in
.

Figure 6. For the other two melts, there is a positive energy change on mixing that exceeds the

standard deviation. This change might be larger for the iPP/sPP melt than for the aPP/sPP melt,

but the difference does not exceed the sum of the standard deviations. This result is qualitatively

consistent with the reported immiscibility of these two systems. It is also suggestive that the

iPP/sPP system is more immiscible than the aPP/sPP system, as seen in the experiments of

Miilhaupt and coworkers. However, the sizes of the positive energy changes on mixing of the

iPP/sPP or iPP/aPP in the simulation is larger than expected from the experiment. This .

quunli[alivc disagrccmcnl wiIs apparcnl already in [hc snapsho[s of the equilibrated melts

(Figures 7 and 8), where significant immiscibility was easily detectable at molecular weights.,

much smaller than those required for the experimental detection of immiscibility at the sume

temperature. The positive energy change on mixing of the two melts containing sPP has

important contributions from both the RIS and LJ components.

Mobilify. Significantly different numbers of Monte Carlo steps (MCS) are required for

equilibration of the one-component iPP and sPP melts. The mean square displacements of

imlividutil bcuds in cighl-clmin onc-componcnl mclls of iPP over a window of 2.5 XIOJMCS

(Figure 14) or sPP over a longer window of 8 X 105MCS (Figure 15) show significantly different

mobiIitics. These two diffcrcnl time windows were chosen because they bo[h provide u rncan
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square displacement of 40-60 ~2 per bead when averaged over all beads indexed 1040, i. e.,

when ignoring the beads near either end of the chains Although these averaged nobilities are

similar, the two figures show that individual beads in individual chains can depart strongly from

the average, and the departure is especially interesting in sPP. In the iPP melt, every bead in

every chain has a mean square displacement of at least 30 ~z during this short time interval, but

in the sPP melt, a few beads have not moved at all during the longer time period. Slower “

correlation times for conformation transitions for sPP than for iPP were reported in a recent MD

simulation of their one-component melts,42although the difference was not as large as the

differences in nobilities in the MC simulation.

The sluggishness of the sPP chains is also observed in.the present MC simulation of the

50/50 iPP/sPP melt, as shown in Figure 16, where several beads have negligible movement

during the time interval depicted. However, when the sPP is more strongly diluted by iPP, as in

the 17/1 iPP/sPP meIt, all of the beads of the single sPP chain have a mean square displacement

of more than 30 ~z during a rather short Window of 5 x 10JMCS, as shown in Figure 17. This

result demonstrates that the sluggishness of the sPP chains in the simulation of its melt and 50/50

blend is not to be attributed to an inherent intramolecular property of the single chain, but arises

instead from the inlcmclion of one sPP chain wilh unothcr sPP chuin in its immcdi:ltc

environment.
. .

Mechanism The foregoing paragraphs identify three peculiar characteristics of the sPP

melts: The pair correlation functions (Figure 13) reveal more structure in the sPP melt than is

seen in either the aPP or iPP melt. The decomposition of the energies shows that the RIS energy

of sPP depends strongly on the composition of the system in which it occurs (Tables 1–3), but no

equivalent composition dependence is observed with aPP or sPP. Finally, analysis of the

mobilitics of the individual beads in an sPP chains shows incrcascd sluggishness when its

environment changes from iPP to sPP (Figures

of the sPP melt which may reduce its tendency

15–17). These peculiarities suggest a “structure”

to mix with either aPP or iPP.
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Some insight into the “structure” can be glean by noticing that the slowly moving beads

in individual sPP chains (Figures 16 and 17) are not random]y distributed, but instead tend to

occur in short sequences. Inspection of these short sequences in the relevant snapshots shows

that the immobile beads form linear segments on the high-coordination lattice, i. e., in the fully

atomistic representation, they are short sequences in which all of the C-C bond in the backbone

are in n-ans states. The RIS model shows that these sequences are of higher probability in sPP

than in either aPP or iPP. Further inspection of the snapshots reveals that the individual

immobile segments from different chains are not randomly distributed over the simulation cell,

but instead tend to occur in small clusters, each cluster being composed of short segments from

different chains. The immobile linear segments in these clusteis tend to be colinear, with a

prefemed lateral spacing of three lattice units. This spacing is also the location of the minimum

energy in the discretized version of the LJ potential that was derived from propane.

Presumably these transitory immobile regions initiate from the spontaneous formation of

sequences of tram placement in sPP, whic~ is a natural consequence of the RIS model for this

polymer. No special stabilization of these all-trans sequences is possible if the environment of

sPP is composed exclusively of iPP chains (Figure 17). The iPP chains prefer tg sequences, and

rarely form sequences of tram placements that can interact with the all-rnms sequcnccs in an

sPP chain. However, if the environment of a sPP chain is composed of other sPP chains, such
. .

chains may also spontaneously produce sequences of tram placements. If such sequences from

two diffcrent chains happen to arise in a situation where they arc colinear, and separated by a

distance that corresponds to the minimum in the LJ potential, their attractive intermolecular

intemction causes them to be longer lived than would be the case if they were formed in on

environment dominated by iPP. Therefore the sPP chains resist being forced into an

environment that is rich in either iPP or aPP. In contriist, iPP and uPP do not discliminatc

between one another, because neither has a strong tendency to spontaneously form sequences of

wans placements. Of course, this tendency for runs of tram placements might persist to a slight

extent in aPP, because Bemoullian statistics do allow the occasionalstringingtogetherof several
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racemo diads in such chains. These naturally occurring strings of racenzo diads in aPP may

account for the slightly greater mixing of sPP with aPP, as compared to sPP with iPP.

Comparison of the Two Approaches

Both simulations deduce a positive energy of mixing for iPP/sPP in the melt. This energy

is larger in the RIWMC simulation than in the MC/PRISM calculation. The latter result gives a

molecular weight dependence for the demixing that is closer to the behavior reported by

Miilhaupt and coworkers for this system. Refinement in one or more of the parameters in the

RIS/MC simulation might improve its quantitative agreement with experiment.

The RIS/MC simulation finds an energy of mixing that is indistinguishable from zero for

iPP/aPP, a result compatible with experiments in the literature for this system. The treatment of

aPP is etisier in the RIS/MC simulation than in the MC/PRISM calculation because the former

method employs several independent parent chains, each of which can have its own

stereochemical sequence in the representation of aPP. Since the MC/PRISM calculation takes its

detailed local confirmational information from a single chain, it would have to treat the aPP

system as a chain with a mixture of mesu and racemo diads, that is arranged in a specific

sequence. The mixing of iPP/aPP has not been studied with MC/PRISM.
.-

The MC/PRISM calculation operates in continuous space, but the RIWMC simulation

uses the discrete space of a high coordination lattice, with 10iz+ 2 sites in shell i. Reverse-

mapping of equilibrated replicas from the RIS/MC simulation causes the chains to fall into a

nearby local minimum in continuous configuration space. However, this minimum is located

very close to the coordinates of the chains on the lattice because reverse-mapping does not

produce large-scale rearrangement of the chains.

Both calculations use coarse-grained monomer units, but they differ in the degree of

coarse-graining. MC/PRISM represents the propylene unit with three distinct sites, one for each

of the distinguishable carbon atoms, whereas the RIWMC calculation represents the propylene
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unit with a single site, located at the coordinates of the carbon atom that bears the methyl side

chain. Reverse-mapping of individual replicas in the RIS/MC simulation restores all of the

carbon and hydrogen atoms, but only after prior equilibration using the coarse-gmined

representation of the chains.

The potential energy function for the intermolecular interactions is based on an LJ .

potential but the implementation is different in the two approaches”. The RIS/MC simulation

uses a single Lennard-Jones potential for all of the coarse-grained propylene units, independent

of the stereochemical composition of the chain. The MC/PRISM calculation uses a more

detailed description of the monomer unit, which requires several Lennard-Jones functions with

slightly different values of& and a. The MC/PRISM approach must assume the validity of the

Berthelot mixing rules, but the RIS/MC approach makes no appeal to these rules because the

entire simulation uses only one &and one o. The Lennard-Jones potential energy is continuous

and spherically symmetric in the MC/l?RI$M calculation, but it is discretized and directional in

its use on the high coordination lattice in the RIWMC simulation.

The input for the local confirmational properties comes from a MC simulation of an

oligomer in the MC/PRISM calculation and from a rotational isomefic state model in the

RIS/MC simulation.

The MC/PRISM calculation uses shorter chains (degree of polymerization of 12) than.,

does the RIS/MC simulation (degree of polymerization of 50). The ends account for 17% and

4% of the units, respectively, in the two simulations.

In both methods, individual calculations are performed at constant density. This constant

density depends on the composition of the system in the MC/PRISM calculation (with a different

of 0.3% in the densities of iPP and sPP), but not in the RIWMC calculation. The set of RIS/MC

c:llcula[ions is performed in a manner that assumes no change in volume on mixing, whereas u

change in volume upon mixing is incorporated in the MC/PRISM calculation. In the results

reported here, the densities are about 1% lower in the RIWMC simulation than in the MC/PRISM

calculation, reflecting the Fict that the former was performed at 473K, but the latter was at 453K.



The use of several discrete and independent parent chains in the RIWMC simulation

permits detection of very small, short-lived intermolecular aggregates in the sPP melt. The use

of shorter chains, the avoidance of discrete representation of neighboring chains, and the absence

of “time” expressed in MCS might make detection of such small, short-lived aggregates more

difficult in the MC/PRISM calculation.

..
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FigureLegends

Figure l. Schematic representation ofaunited atom model of PP. The Atypesites refer to CHz,

B type sites to CH, and C type sites to CHJ groups. The bond lengths, bond angles, and torsional

potentials are taken from ref 14. The stereochemistry of either the isotactic or syndiotactic “
-.

placement of the C sites is preserved.

Figure 2. The average pair correlation functions of iPP and sPP in the 50/50 blend. The solid

curves refer to the pure component liquids and the points to the,mixture. The dotted line is the

avemg.e over all the cross correlation functions between iPP and sPP chains in the blend. ~

Figure 3. The pair correlation functions between the pairs of sites shown in the figure. The solid

curves refer to the pure component liquids Andthe points to the mixture. The dotted curves

represent the cross correlations between pairs of sites on chains of different tacticity in the blend.

The results for the CHz/CHz and CH/CH pairs have been shifted along the g(r) axis for clarity.

Figure 4. Pair correlations between CHJ and CHZsites. The solid curves refer to the pure
. .

component liquids and the points to the mixture. The two dotted curves represent the cross

correlations between chains of different tacticity in the blend. Note that the CHJ sites on iPP

have a preference for CHZsites on sPP (curve iPP/sPP) and the opposite is true for CHj sites on

sPP and CHZsites on iPP (curve sPP/iPP).

Figure 5. The heat of mixing per monomer divided by kDTof the iPP/sPP blend for N = 12

monomers per chain at T = 453K plotted against the volume fraction of iPP monomers @ The

points were computed from self-consistent PRISM theory and equation 10. The solid curve



through the points is a guide to the eye. The dotted curve was an estimate based on the volubility

parameters of the pure components.

Figure 6. Snapshot of the carbon atoms in a reverse-mapped periodic cell for an equilibrated

melt containing equal numbers (nine each) of coarse-grained iPP (lighter spheres) and aPP .

(darker spheres) chains at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/cm3. “

Figure 7. Snapshot of the carbon atoms in a reverse-mapped periodic cell for an equilibrated

melt containing equal numbers of coarse-grained iPP (lighter spheres) and sPP (darker spheres).

chains at 473Kand a density of 0.750 g/cm3.

Figure 8. Snapshot of the carbon atoms in a reverse-mapped periodic cell for an equilibmted

melt containing equal numbers of coarse-gmined aPP (lighter spheres) and sPP (darker spheres)

chains at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/cm3.

Figure 9. Interrnolecular pair correlation functions for carbon atoms in a reverse-mapped 50/50 “

iPP/aPP blend at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/cm3. The correlation functions are for all carbon
,.

atoms (gray line with circles), carbon atoms in ipp (solid line) or app (heavydashed line)>or the

cross-correlationof iPP with aPP (light dashed line).

Figure 10. Intermolecular pair correlation functions for carbon atoms in a reverse-mapped 50/50

aPP/sPP blend at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/cm3. The correlation functions are for all carbon

atoms (gray line with circles), carbon atoms in sPP (solid line) or @p (hew dashed line), or the

cross-correlation of iPP with aPP (light dashed line).
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Figure 11. Intermolecular pair correlation functions for carbon atoms in a reverse-mapped 50/50

iPP/sPP blend at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/cm3. The correlation functions are for all carbon

atoms (gray line with circles), carbon atoms in iPP (solid line) or sPP (heavy dashed line), or the

cross-conflation of iPP with sPP (light dashed line).

.

Figure 12. Intermolecular pair correlation functions, using all carbon atoms from reverse-

mapped replicas, for 50/50 blends of iPP/aPP (heavy dashed line), aPP/sPP (light dashed line),

and iPP/sPP (solid line with spheres) at 473K and a density fo 0.750 g/cm3. These three curves

are the “total” curves from the previous three figures. .

Figure 13. Interrnolecular pair con-elation functions, using all carbon atoms from reverse-

mapped replicas, for one-component melts aPP (heavy dashed line), iPP (light dashed line), and

sPP (solid line with spheres) at 473K and a density of 0.750 glcm3.

Figure 14. Mean square displacement during 2.5 X104MCS for the 50 individual beads in eight

independent parent chains of iPP in its one-component melt at 473K and a density of 0.750

gfcm’.

. .

Figure 15. Mean square displacement during S xIO’ MCS for the 50 individual beads in eight

independent parent chains of sPP in its one-component melt at 473K and a density of 0.750

g/cm3.

Figure 16. Mean square displacement during 4 X105MCS for the 50 individual beads in nine

independent parent chains of sPP in a 50/50 iPP/sPP melt at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/crn3.



Figure 17. Mean square displacement during 5x10~MCS forthe50 individual beads intl~e

single parent chain of sPP in the 17/1 iPP/sPP blend at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/cnl~.

,.
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Tablel. Energy permonomer (kJ/mol, +standard deviation) forcoarse-grained one-component

PP melts at 473K and a density of 0.750 g/cm3

Stereochemistry Total enerizy RIS enerw LJ energy

iPP 4.74 + 0.07 6.99* 0.03 -2.25* 0.05

aPP 3.88 * 0.15 6.36 t 0.07 -2.48 ~ ().09

SPP‘ -1.16 *O.1O 3.87 A 0.07 -500~~ ().07

SPPb -0.96 i 0.30 3.97 t 0.14 -4.93 *o. 17
.

“From discarding the first seven million MC steps, and averaging over the final two million MC

steps.

~From discarding the first five million M~ steps, and averaging over the final four million MC

steps.
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Table 2. Average energy per bead (kJ/mol * standard deviation) in the coarse-grained 50/50

two-component PP melts at 473K and 0.750 g/cm3.

Energy iPP/aPP aPP/sPP

Total energy 4.44 * ().05 1.98 t 0.33

RIS (iPP) 7.07 i 0.03 ---

RIS (aPP) 6.37 * 0.03 6.18 * 0.05

RIS (sPP) --- 4.66 t 0.19

RIS (total) 6.72 * 0.03 5.42 f 0.10 ‘

LJ -2.28 ~ 0-03 -3.45 t 0.23

iPP/sPP

2.75 f 0.23

7.09 f 0.3

---

4.61 A 0.17

5.85 f 0.09

-3.10 * 0.14

. .

-.. —.- ,,, .,. ,., —. ,’,’. ‘:; .Y.x-?mt ... . .,,.-’:..,:!. ..’?!:% ;, ‘ . . . .. . . - “ - ,>..s$.,:,.. ... V.T:,,j{;. ~ .1

~_ —.- ~

,4 ..,..,. ,,-.
—, . . ,.. .
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Table 3. Average energy per monomer (kJ/mol i standard deviation) for two compositions of a

coarse-grained iPP/sPP melt at 473K and 0.750 g/cm3.

E!l!xu 9/9iPP/sPP’

Total energy 2.75 f 0.23

RIS (iPP) 7.09 * 0.03

RIS (sPP) 4.61 * 0.17

RIS (total) 5.85 * 0.09

LJ -3.loto.14

17/1 iPP/sPP

4.7’2* ().()5

7.02 ~ 0.03

5.71 io.15

6.95f 0.03

-2.23 ~ 0.03

“From Table 2

. .
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Table4. Average change inenergy per bead (kJ/mol ~standard deviation) upon mixing of the

coarse-grained two-component PP melts at 473K and 0.750 g/cm3.

Enersw

AE, total

AE, RIS

AE, LJ

iPP/aPP

0.13*0.17

0.05 * 0.08

0.08 * 0.10

. .

aPP/sPP

0.61 t 0.36

0.30 * 0.17

0.30 t 0.29

iPP/sPP

0.94 * 0.34

0.4’2~ ().14

0.54 i 0.20
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